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The Essential Wisdom of the Founding Fathers

thoughts on patriotism peace politics and more from washington hamilton adams franklin jefferson and others in their own words america s founding fathers were men of words as well as deeds keenly intelligent and deeply committed to their ideals and to the cause for american independence they left us a legacy of addresses and documents whose profound ideas still speak with authority the essential wisdom of the founding fathers collects more than three hundred inspiring and instructive quotations from the men who were present at our nation s inception drawn from their speeches essays proclamations and declarations the thematically arranged contents reflect the subjects of greatest import to the founders as they forged our new republic in these selections george washington confides that the best way to ensure peace is to be well prepared to meet one s enemy alexander hamilton warns of the dangers of limiting freedom of the press john adams reasons that true liberty cannot endure without the people s knowledge of the character and conduct of their rulers and more this volume includes extracts from texts published in the founders lifetimes in which they exchange ideas on the meaning of justice the evils of slavery the role of the patriot and the pitfalls of politics here too are candid excerpts from correspondence in which they express fears about the perilous times they face and their hopes for a brighter future

Famous Quotes From The Founding Fathers

2021-04-27
the book presents ideas and articles from the american founders these include what did the founding fathers mean by provide for the general welfare in the constitution don t we have a democracy today and aren t we trying to spread democracy around the globe did the founding fathers really think that the creation of democracy was sure to end in suicide and that democracy was the essence of tyranny what role did religion play with the founding fathers and the founding of the nation why did some states oppose the bill of rights what about the future of the federal government and the country what were the founding fathers thoughts and concerns were they concerned about where it might be headed when they passed it on to the following generations what powers did the founding fathers believe the constitution gave to the federal government and what powers were not given to the federal government were the new england states really the first to plan to secede from the union long before the south what did the founding fathers have to say about accumulating a national debt

The Founding Fathers on Leadership
2001-05-15
extracts valuable lessons on business leadership from the story of the founding fathers struggle to create a new nation shows how figures such as thomas paine james madison and benjamin franklin faced challenges and dissension in their own ranks with a vision from which they would not stray includes checklists of organizational management strategic and leadership lessons learned from the leaders of the american revolution annotation c by book news inc portland or

Founding Fathers
2007-08-03
contains alphabetically arranged entries that provide information on the founding fathers their actions and their intentions in writing the u s constitution

The Founding Fathers Forgotten History, a Trilogy of the Men Who Founded America
2016-02-24
this book is a trilogy of three books the first ideas quotes writings from the founding fathers gives insights into their ideas and beliefs regarding the founding of the united states including what did the founding fathers mean by provide for the general welfare in the constitution what powers did the founding fathers believe the constitution gave to the federal government and what powers were not what about the future of the federal government and the country and what were their thoughts about where the country might be headed and more the second book god christianity the founding of the united states is about the role of god and religion in both the founding of the united states and also the government including benjamin franklin and prayer save the constitutional convention a forgotten founding father and the great awakening were the founding fathers
Christians or deists, the founding fathers on the importance of morality and religion. What the founding fathers believed was the role of the federal and state governments in regards to religion. The opening session of Congress begins with an argument over prayer and much more. Learn what Jefferson, Washington, Madison, Franklin, and many others had to say about the issues concerning religion and the founding of the United States and the issues that are still being debated in our country today. The third book, 'The Duel for America: Jefferson vs. Hamilton,' is about the battle between Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton. It was about whether the country should move in the direction of small or big government. The size of the government debt, whether the Constitution should be interpreted strictly or loosely, and whether the country should move to a pure free market system or a system where the government works with the businesses it chooses to help promote the welfare of the country.

This book will cover the issues debated by the founding fathers during the formation of the country. It will show that are still at the center of the debates of today. It will also cover the events that shaped both their lives and the nation, including the key differences between the Jefferson and Hamilton visions for the United States. What constitutional phrase did Thomas Jefferson believe would give Congress the power to do whatever evil they please if the Constitution was loosely interpreted? What constitutional phrase did Thomas Jefferson believe was the key to strict interpretation? The birth of the small government-big government debate that rages on even today.

The Hamilton-Burr duel and much more. Learn what Jefferson and Hamilton believed and how their philosophies shaped not only the formation of the United States but the very issues that are being debated in the nation today. All three books rely on the writings and words of the founding fathers themselves. Read their words and discover their forgotten history.

The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Founding Fathers

2009-06-30

A book to challenge the status quo. Spark a debate and get people talking about the issues and questions we face as a country.

The Legend of the Founding Fathers

1983-04-25

Six lectures which explore the popular views that successive generations of Americans from the eighteenth to the twentieth century have held in regard to the motives and guiding principles of the founders of the thirteen colonies and the leaders of the American revolution.

The Founding Father

1961

The founding of the American republic is on trial. Critics say it was a poison pill with a time release formula. We are its victims. Its principles are responsible for the country's moral and social disintegration because they were based on the Enlightenment falsehood of radical individual autonomy. In this well-researched book, Robert Reilly...
declares not guilty to prove his case he traces the lineage of the ideas that made the united states and its ordered liberty possible these concepts were extraordinary when they first burst upon the ancient world the judaic oneness of god who creates ex nihilo and imprints his image on man the greek rational order of the world based upon the reason behind it and the christian arrival of that reason logos incarnate in christ these may seem a long way from the american founding but reilly argues that they are in fact its bedrock combined they mandated the exercise of both freedom and reason these concepts were further developed by thinkers in the middle ages who formulated the basic principles of constitutional rule why were they later rejected by those claiming the right to absolute rule then reclaimed by the american founders only to be rejected again today reilly reveals the underlying drama the conflict of might makes right versus right makes might america s decline he claims is not to be discovered in the founding principles but in their disavowal

**America on Trial**

2020-05-08

george washington john adams benjamin franklin these great leaders and many others made innumerable contributions that laid the groundwork for our nation but who were they really in actuality the founding fathers were a diverse group of men and not the homogenous collection history has shaped them into some were puritanical but some were philanderers some were wealthy while others were plagued with money woes inside you ll discover the triumphs failures and little known facts about our founding fathers including why george washington never lived in the white house what john adams and thomas jefferson stole from shakespeare s birthplace why alexander hamilton never ran for president how thomas paine narrowly escaped execution in france why thomas jefferson kept grizzly bears on the white house lawn featuring fun quizzes to test your knowledge this book uncovers both the great accomplishments and also the very human flaws of the founding fathers and brings them to life like no dry history book can

**The Everything Founding Fathers Book**

2011-07-18

in this persuasive work of intellectual history lucas e morel argues that the most important influence on abraham lincoln s political thought and practice was what he learned from the leading figures of and documents from the birth of the united states in this systematic account of those principles morel compellingly demonstrates that to know lincoln well is to understand thoroughly the founding of america with each chapter describing a particular influence morel leads readers from the founding father george washington to the founding documents the declaration of independence and constitution to the founding compromise over slavery and finally to a consideration of how the original intentions of the founding fathers should be respected in light of experience progress and improvements over time within these key discussions morel shows that without the ideals of the american revolution lincoln s most famous speeches would be unrecognizable and the character of the nation would have lost its foundation on the universal principles of human equality individual liberty and government by the consent of the governed lincoln thought that the principles of human equality and individual rights could provide common ground for a diverse people to live as one nation and that some old things such as the political ideals of the american founding were worth preserving he urged americans to be vigilant in maintaining the institutions of self government and to exercise and safeguard the benefits of freedom for future generations
morel posits that adopting the way of thinking and speaking lincoln advocated based on the country's founding could help mend our current polarized discourse and direct the american people to employ their common government on behalf of a truly common good

**Lincoln and the American Founding**

2020-06-22

one of the outstanding authorities on the early days of the republic saul k padover offers in this volume a generous sampling of the letters essays speeches discourses and personal documents many of them previously unpublished of the men who made america included are extensive selections from the papers and speeches of john adams benjamin franklin alexander hamilton thomas jefferson james madison and george washington there are also copious extracts from the private and public utterances of secondary but important figures of the founding days samuel adams elbridge gerry patrick henry john dickinson oliver ellsworth william paterson benjamin rush george wythe and many others a number of the speeches made at the constitutional convention in 1787 are given in full and several of the important debates are reproduced john dickinson s letters from an american farmer in pennsylvania appear in these pages as well as many of alexander hamilton s famous and brief opinions also included are john hancock s speech on the boston massacre thomas jefferson s notes on virginia james madison s memorial against religious assessments two of the most important of john marshall s supreme court decisions marbury vs madison and mcculloch vs maryland robert morris letters on finance john taylor s paper on aristocracy and william paterson s plan for a constitution taken together these writings offer in one volume a complete picture of the thinking the debate the legal maneuvers the compromises the manners and the morals of the american nation s earliest days the book provides a sound basic appreciation of the atmosphere in which the founding fathers worked and planned and debated with one another all the many counter currents that contributed to the building of the constitution the stresses to which the young nation was subjected the rebellion that continued to seethe the moral climate of the days these are all recreated in the speeches and writings of america s first patriots dr padover has bound the selections together with enlightening commentary that enables the reader to understand the exact circumstances of each utterance and brings the particular work into historical perspective jacket

**The World of the Founding Fathers**

1960

a march of liberty a constitutional history of the united states third edition is a clearly written comprehensive overview of american constitutional development covering the country's history from the founding of the english colonies up through the latest decisions of the supreme court this two volume work presents the most complete discussion of american constitutional history currently available authors melvin i urofsky and paul finkelman successfully blend cases and court doctrines into the larger fabric of american political economic and social history they discuss in detail the great cases handed down by the supreme court showing how these cases played out in society and how constitutional growth parallels changes in american culture in addition they examine lesser known decisions that played important roles in affecting change and also provide in depth analyses of the intellects and personalities of the supreme court justices who made these influential decisions updated with the most recent scholarship the third edition of a march of liberty offers more cases on a broader range of issues
including the environment labor civil rights and native american concerns it now presents new selections on
decisions statutes and constitutional developments from the first decade of the 21st century like the usa patriot
act presidential signing statements same sex marriage reproductive rights campaign financing and firearms
regulation the text reflects the current trends in american constitutional history by employing a holistic approach
that integrates the decisions of the state and lower federal courts with the decisions of the supreme court a march
of liberty third edition features useful supplemental materials including the text of the constitution a
chronological list of supreme court justices an appendix of the names and years for each supreme court justice
and suggested further readings gracefully written and clearly explained this popular two volume set is
indispensable for courses in american constitutional history and law

A March of Liberty: From the founding to 1900

2011

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A History of Lloyd's from the Founding of Lloyd's Coffee House to the
Present Day

1928

pulitzer prize winner national bestseller a landmark work of history explores how a group of greatly gifted but
deeply flawed individuals hamilton burr jefferson franklin washington adams and madison confronted the
overwhelming challenges before them to set the course for our nation a splendid book humane learned written
with flair and radiant with a calm intelligence and wit the new york times book review the united states was
more a fragile hope than a reality in 1790 during the decade that followed the founding fathers re examined here
as founding brothers combined the ideals of the declaration of independence with the content of the constitution
to create the practical workings of our government through an analysis of six fascinating episodes hamilton and
burr s deadly duel washington s precedent setting farewell address adams administration and political partnership
with his wife the debate about where to place the capital franklin s attempt to force congress to confront the issue
of slavery and madison s attempts to block him and jefferson and adams famous correspondence founding
brothers brings to life the vital issues and personalities from the most important decade in our nation s history
The Founding of a New World

2019-03-05

a chronological history of the Jewish people from the earliest attempts to establish a homeland during biblical times to the creation of Israel more than seventy years ago in 1948 the State of Israel came into being amidst great controversy how did the state arise what led to the founding of Israel this book sets out to give a chronological journey of the Jewish people from the time Abraham came out of the land of Ur three thousand years ago until six million of them died in the horror of the Holocaust under Hitler and his Nazi regime it recounts the many expulsions from the land in which they lived the suffering under Babylonians Greeks Persians the destruction of their Temple in Jerusalem in 70 AD and finally genocide and the expulsion by the Romans in 132 AD creating a diaspora across the world the Jews would be charged with killing God and throughout the following centuries would be expelled from countries burned alive after being locked in synagogues or at the stake have all their property seized and get herded into ghettos all of this until that fatal Holocaust which attempted to wipe them from the face of the earth this book recounts their story to achieve a homeland using a wide range of historical documents to tell the story of humiliation suffering poverty and death it tells of religious persecution that would not let them rest and as their journey enters the twentieth century gives a behind the scenes look at how governments manipulated the Middle East and exacerbated divisions

Founding Brothers

2002-02-05

a completely newly researched story of the constitutional convention of 1787 and of the lives of the most prominent framers of the Constitution Oliver Ellsworth Benjamin Franklin Nathaniel Gotham Alexander Hamilton James Madison George Mason Gouverneur Morris Charles Cotesworth Pinckney Edmund Randolph John Rutledge Roger Sherman George Washington and James Wilson among items discussed are the main compromises of the convention the battle over slavery and states rights sectional and economic disputes and alliances and the reason for the great strength of the constitution as a bulwark of American democracy stressed are the greatest prose stylists the leading parliamentarians the political theorists and strategists and those most zealous in preserving individual rights and liberties the Indian influence upon American government is noted as is the extent to which the constitution has been used as model by other nations seeking constitutional government at a time when the intent of the framers is of crucial importance this book supplies that information

The Founding Fathers

1961

historical documentation proving that the founding fathers founded the United States of America on God and Christian principles this book is a thoroughly researched collection of historical documents created by the founding fathers which serve as evidence that the US has always been a Christian nation the individual states in the union invoke God in their State constitutions the continental congress appropriated funds to have the holy Bible printed and distributed throughout the American colonies even today prayer remains woven into the fabric of the US and prayer opens sessions of congress the lie claiming that the US constitution contains a separation
clause which prohibits our nation from recognizing god and worshipping him is exposed read the truth about the barbar treaties read the actual treaties which include god christian nations and christian people read the truth about the notorious article 11 which was penned by joel barlow not john adams evidence that god is in us code read the letters from the founding fathers between themselves to their family and to their friends which reveal their personal beliefs and how their personal beliefs inspired how the united states was founded upon their believe in god and natural laws presidential proclamations were issued calling upon the citizens of the united states to set aside a day for prayer thanksgiving to ask god for guidance and forgiveness early american schools used the bible and the word of god as a teaching tool to inspire children to be kind to each other and to teach reading and writing the founding fathers were not deists they were men who worshipped god and continually looked to god for guidance and for his blessings on the us as a nation the preamble to our us constitution ensures the unborn their right to life this book is filled with the truth about the founding principles of the united states most of the information in this book is not taught in our public schools colleges or universities this book reveals the truth about the founding principles of the united states of america the lies are revealed and the truth is proven in this book

The Founding of Israel

2018-04-30

j effry h morrison offers readers the first comprehensive look at the political thought and career of john witherspoon a scottish presbyterian minister and one of america s most influential and overlooked founding fathers witherspoon was an active member of the continental congress and was the only clergyman both to sign the declaration of independence and to ratify the federal constitution during his tenure as president of the college of new jersey at princeton witherspoon became a mentor to james madison and influenced many leaders and thinkers of the founding period he was uniquely positioned at the crossroads of politics religion and education during the crucial first decades of the new republic morrison locates witherspoon in the context of early american political thought and charts the various influences on his thinking this impressive work of scholarship offers a broad treatment of witherspoon s constitutionalism including his contributions to the mediating institutions of religion and education and to political institutions from the colonial through the early federal periods this book will be appreciated by anyone with an interest in american political history and thought and in the relation of religion to american politics

The Founding Father's Papers

2008

here is a vividly written and compact overview of the brilliant flawed and quarrelsome group of lawyers politicians merchants military men and clergy known as the founding fathers who got as close to the ideal of the platonic philosopher kings as american or world history has ever seen in the founding fathers reconsidered r b bernstein reveals washington franklin jefferson adams hamilton and the other founders not as shining demigods but as imperfect human beings people much like us who nevertheless achieved political greatness they emerge here as men who sought to transcend their intellectual world even as they were bound by its limits men who strove to lead the new nation even as they had to defer to the great body of the people and learn with them the possibilities and limitations of politics bernstein deftly traces the dynamic forces that molded these men and their
contemporaries as british colonists in north america and as intellectual citizens of the atlantic civilization s age of enlightenment he analyzes the american revolution the framing and adoption of state and federal constitutions and the key concepts and problems among them independence federalism equality slavery and the separation of church and state that both shaped and circumscribed the founders achievements as the united states sought its place in the world

The Founding Fathers

2012-02-24

this is a concise contribution to the very short introductions series which reintroduces the history that shaped the founding fathers the history that they made and what history has made of them

The Founding Fathers: What Did They Really Say?

2017-12-19

what would the founding fathers think about america today over 200 years ago the founders broke away from the tyranny of the british empire to build a nation based on the principles of freedom equal rights and opportunity for all men but life in the united states today is vastly different from anything the original founders could have imagined in the late 1700s the notion of an african american president of the united states or a woman such as condoleezza rice or hillary clinton as secretary of state would have been unimaginable to the men who wrote the declaration of independence and the constitution or who ratified the constitution or the bill of rights in a fascinating work of history told through a series of in depth profiles prize winning journalist bestselling author and fox political analyst juan williams takes readers into the life and work of a new generation of american founders who honor the original founders vision even as they have quietly led revolutions in american politics immigration economics sexual behavior and reshaped the landscape of the nation among the modern day pioneers williams writes about in this compelling new book are the passionate conservative president reagan the determined fighters for equal rights thurgood marshall and martin luther king jr the profound imprint of rev billy graham s evangelism on national politics the focus on global human rights advocated by first lady eleanor roosevelt the leaders of the gay community who refused to back down during the stonewall riots and brought gay life into america s public square the re imagined role of women in contemporary life as shaped by betty friedan williams reveals how each of these modern day founders has extended the founding fathers original vision and changed fundamental aspects of our country from immigration to the role of american labor in the economy from modern police strategies to the importance of religion in our political discourse america in the 21st century remains rooted in the great american experiment in democracy that began in 1776 for all the changes our economy and our cultural and demographic make up there remains a straight line from the first founders original vision to the principles and ideals of today s courageous modern day pioneers

John Witherspoon and the Founding of the American Republic

2007
the founding of south australia takes a historic look at the times when australia was founded written by an army colonel excerpt in the year 1829 when robert gouger commenced the real labour of his life the position of the working classes of this country was only just becoming capable of definition many of the vexatious laws under which they had formerly groaned were being relaxed and the reproach that the common people were merely a part of the machinery of the country was being gradually taken away

**The Founding of a New World**

1898

use this book to investigate influential groups and people of the constitutional convention read about the lives of james madison alexander hamilton benjamin franklin and george washington understand how these four men from different parts of america came together to found a new nation independent from great britain be inspired by their stories get a copy and start reading today

**The Founding Fathers Reconsidered**

2009-05-05

the documents that made the united states the country it is collected in this volume are some of the most significant documents and writings that helped lay the foundation of the united states of america and shape this country into the great democracy we know today included are the constitution of the united states the declaration of independence the federalist papers and much more this edition features a new introduction by andrew trees

**The Founding Fathers**

2015

from new york times bestselling historian h w brands comes the riveting story of how in nineteenth century america a new set of political giants battled to complete the unfinished work of the founding fathers and decide the future of our democracy in the early 1800s three young men strode onto the national stage elected to congress at a moment when the founding fathers were beginning to retire to their farms daniel webster of massachusetts a champion orator known for his eloquence spoke for the north and its business class henry clay of kentucky as dashing as he was ambitious embodied the hopes of the rising west south carolina s john calhoun with piercing eyes and an even more piercing intellect defended the south and slavery together these heirs of washington jefferson and adams took the country to war battled one another for the presidency and set themselves the task of finishing the work the founders had left undone their rise was marked by dramatic duels fierce debates scandal and political betrayal yet each in his own way sought to remedy the two glaring flaws in the constitution its refusal to specify where authority ultimately rested with the states or the nation and its unwillingness to address the essential incompatibility of republicanism and slavery they wrestled with these issues for four decades arguing bitterly and hammering out political compromises that held the union together but only just then in 1850 when california moved to join the union as a free state the immortal trio had one last
chance to save the country from the real risk of civil war but by that point they had never been further apart thrillingly and authoritatively h w brands narrates an epic american rivalry and the little known drama of the dangerous early years of our democracy

**We the People**

2016-04-05

with profiles on bill clinton thomas jefferson fdr jfk lyndon johnson and eisenhower this book describes the impact that freewheeling sexual behavior has had upon first families election campaigns political careers and the nation itself

**The Founding of South Australia.**

2021-11-09

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

**The Founding Fathers**

2020-12-31

in november 2008 the united states elected a new president but the imminent collapse of twenty years of republican conservativism means the country is already conducting an intense self examination about the trajectory of its history how it came to find itself in multiple crises and how an america that began as the last best hope of earth came to be so suspected and vilified around much of the world the american future a history written by an author who has spent half his life there takes the long view of how the united states has come to this anguished moment of truth about its own identity as a nation and its place in the world

**From the Founding of the Country**
notable conservative historian larry schweikart takes an in depth look at seven transformative moments in our
country's history and provides an analysis of how each of them spurred a trend that either confirmed or departed
from the vision our founding fathers had for america

*The Constitution and Other Documents of the Founding Fathers*

2017-03-01

about the history of the middle east from 330 ad to 1922

*Heirs of the Founders*

2018-11-13

this collection gathers quotations passages and documents attributed to america's six essential founders topics
include liberty religion revolution republican government the constitution education commerce class war and
peace and the disenfranchised slaves native americans and women each quotation is sourced and quoted fully
enough for the reader to discern its historical and philosophical context

* Presidential Sex

1998

the founding of the roman catholic church in oceania 1825-1850 is the first detailed and documentary history of
the seminal period of roman catholic missionary activity beginning with the founding of the prefecture apostolic
of the sandwich islands in 1825 there was continued development in australia new zealand melanesia micronesia
and polynesia for the next quarter century by 1850 this vast area of the south seas could boast of one archdiocese
eight dioceses and eight vicariates apostolic this lively dramatic narrative is told largely through the words of the
participants drawn from diaries documents and letters found in the archives of the vatican and several religious
orders the comprehensive tale ranges from the politics of the vatican to sufferings on outpost islands the focus of
attention shifts from rome to paris valparaiso sydney honiara auckland and many other places in a study of men
and institutions faith and emotion rivalries and confusions murder and annexation god and mammon originally
published in 1979 this important historical study had been out of print and virtually unavailable for many years
until this new edition was completed

*The Founding of New England*
the first in a trilogy of books about the founding of the u.s. navy the founding fathers at odds the quasi war is told in the form of a memoir from the vantage point of young south carolinian of scottish descent from the waxhaws who goes to sea and is later impressed into the british navy this first work spans the tumultuous era of the quasi war with france the writing of the united states constitution and the birth in the united states of partisan politics which becomes increasingly bitter and divisive the second volume entitled dueling brothers dueling countries and the lure of empire the barbary pirates recounts the war with the barbary pirates the rise of aaron burr the louisiana purchase and the presidency of thomas jefferson while the third volume entitled free trade and sailors right the war of 1812 covers the second war of independence the war of 1812 the second volume should be out later this year of 2023 with the final volume to follow in 2024 the oldest of large family james goes to sea sailing on a merchantman while his brothers and sisters have roles to play as shipwrights under joshua humphreys building the frigates that will serve the nation so well such as the constellation and the constitution or in serving in the militia under andrew jackson or running the family's farm and other businesses the setting in the waxhaws the site of an infamous massacre during the revolution and the clan's father and grandfather having fought at both king's mountain and at cowpens under daniel morgan grounds the novel in the era following the american revolution the spirit of partisan politics even divides james family with his brother john becoming a correspondent of thomas jefferson james monroe and james madison while the patriarch of the family is longtime friend and admirer of alexander hamilton when james is impressed by the british navy he finds himself under the cruel tutelage of lieutenant campbell and the equally sinister sailing master william samuelson floggings and other punishments such as mastheading during a vicious storm are only some of the measures campbell and samuelson take in order to torment and hopefully kill young james while james fights against the french in the british navy captain john truxtun defeats two french frigates in one on one ship battles during the quasi war at home his younger brother john who has always despised james not only courts the intended of james the prominent and wealthy patience pendleton but also tries to displace james as the eldest son in their father's eyes and their father's businesses john over the wishes of his father and the objections of the rest of the family invests in slaves to work their landholdings this is the era where the relationship between the united states and france deteriorates with the diplomats of france demanding huge bribes merely to start diplomatic talks in the infamous x y z affair john adams becomes aware that his vice president and best friend thomas jefferson has been intriguing with france counter to the policy of president adams to court great britain and its secure some of its vast world trade network while great britain fights napoleon among other naval adventures our young sailor james fights the french fleet at aboukir bay in egypt under admiral lord nelson learning the british naval tactics discipline and signals which he later brings to the u.s. navy during the war of 1812 if james can survive his servitude in the british navy and come home what will he find his love stolen his inheritance stolen

The American Future

2009

Seven Events that Made America America

2010
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